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ABSTRACT

Complexity of music audio signals creates an access prob-
lem to specific musical objects or structures within the source
samples. Instead of employing more commonly used au-
dio analysis or production techniques to access features, we
describe extraction of sub-mixtures from real-world audio
using a Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis-based de-
composition tool for music composition. This is highlighted
with the presentation of a prior relevant compositional ap-
proach named Spectral Music along with a discussion of
five compositions extending these principles using methods
more commonly associated with source separation research.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music recordings of all types consist of mixtures; the recorded
sources are transformed via real or virtual acoustic processes
and these are summed to make a stereo or mono track. A
major challenge facing machine analysis of audio is extract-
ing information contained in mixtures for the purpose of
isolating relevant content. Techniques based on indepen-
dent component analysis (ICA), such as independent sub-
space analysis (ISA) [8] and Probabilistic Latent Compo-
nent Analysis (PLCA) [20], provide ways of accessing per-
ceptually motivated musical objects [17], which we describe
here as “sub-mixtures”.

For compositions based upon music audio, either for in-
formation or analysis, accessing latent features expands the
creative possibilities. Specific technical innovations con-
tribute to this perspective: fast Fourier transform (FFT) sig-
nal analysis allowed composers associated withSpectral Mu-
sic to explore spectral profiles for the purpose of generating
material for pieces [10]. PLCA likewise extends the concept
of exploring audio content for music composition by pro-
viding the means necessary to extracting components with
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independent properties, or what we describe here as sub-
mixture content, i.e. distinctive streams of sound objects
grouped by their common frequency-amplitude statistics.

We present a repertoire of works that use such techniques.
Pieces were included based on their relevance to the tech-
niques presented in this paper, and their specific aesthetic
insights or innovations with respect to component manipu-
lation. Preceding this, a discussion of the historically signif-
icant Spectral Musiccomposition movement is presented,
where spectrogram analysis and data-mining generated ma-
terial for new musical works.

2. BACKGROUND

Audio decomposition methods in computer-assisted music
composition have a rich history in musical discourse over
the past twenty years, notably Wishart’s expansion of Pierre
Schaeffer’sMusic Objets[22], and Smalley’s Spectro- mor-
phology [19]. One approach of particular relevance, for-
mally namedMusique Spectrale, uses extracted timbral fea-
tures for the purpose of creating new works, both acoustic
and electro-acoustic in nature. Spectral Music was first in-
troduced by Henry Dufourt in 1979 [10], however by this
time compositions using materials extracted from Fourier
transforms had already been written by the group, most no-
tably Gérard Grisey’s “Partiels Pour 18 Musiciense” [12],
where the composer proposed macro-synthesis of analyzed
sources using combinations of acoustic musical instruments.
In most of these early pieces, there was a transparent and
straightforward process by which the composer derived ma-
terials for new works, outlined in Figure 1.

A wellspring of software development at the Institut de
Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM)
occurred during this time, including the visual programming
environment Max, after Max Matthews, along with many of
the well-known IRCAM package modules including “Music
V” brought to IRCAM by Jean-Claude Risset, who came to
further timbre research, as well asCHANT, developed by
Xavier Rodet, and the transcription tools that now belong
to Open Music. Amongst the composers belonging to the
first-wave of Spectral composition were Gérard Grisey, Tris-
tan Murail, Hugues Dufourt, and British composer Jonathan
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Harvey. Their music influenced a younger cadre of com-
posers, including Magnus Lindberg, Marc-Andre Dalbavie
and Joshua Fineberg.

The purpose of this shift in compositional thought pos-
sesses deeper connections to the EuropeanZeitgeistof the
1960’s and 1970’s. The prevailing school of thought be-
ing “Total Serialism” was the only credible way to be a re-
spected contemporary composer, built upon ideas first pio-
neered by the Second Viennese School, consisting of Arnold
Schoenberg, and his disciples Anton Webern, and Alban
Berg [11]. The Spectralists realized the aesthetics associ-
ated with mainstream Serialism of the time disregarded the
final sounded musical experience. Instead, these techniques
favored abstraction in notation and formalism blinded, to a
certain extent, by the ideas that all 12-tone (half-step rela-
tionships) were equal, and that non-western tuning systems
were not relevant to mainstream Western “art” music.

The Spectralists thus considered observation of sounded
acoustic sources to be the starting point of their work. They
further rejected both ideas that 12-tones were equal. Their
early repertoire emphasized these points, with pieces suchas
“Godwana” [15], that evokes a sense of non-western tuning
by exploring the relationship between a synthetic bell source
and a spectrally analyzed trombone sample and later with
“Désint́egrations” [16] that utilizes the careful blending of
timbres between electronic sounds and acoustic sources.

3. REVEALING LATENT STRUCTURE IN AUDIO

Aside from socio-political currents in their work, the Spec-
tralists’ perspective emphasized uncovering hidden infor-
mation in sound to generate new musical ideas. In the same
way,Latentstructure refers to identifying distinctive or salient
parts of recorded audio that otherwise remain hidden. For
Spectraliststhis meant identifying structural partials that dis-
tinguished one instrument from another playing the same
perceived note (e.g. an ”A” or ”Bb”), as these partials relate
to some organization of harmonic material.

Independent Subspace Analysis extraction techniques of-
fer another way to access structure in audio, since re-synthesized
latent components retain correlated behaviors between fre-
quency and amplitude information in each component. When
PLCA is used on magnitude-only STFT representations, the
extracted components have similar characteristics to the out-
put of phase vocoder methods with an important distinction:
in addition to spectrum and envelope decompositions, com-
ponents are further segmented by statistical independence
of information content or recurrence of embedded acoustic
patterns in the sound.

3.1 Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis

PLCA is a generalization of Non-negative Matrix Factoriza-
tion (NMF) and a multi-variate generalization of Hoffman’s
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transcribe or re-synthesize (Open Music)

Figure 1. Spectralist composers used these techniques to
generate novel harmonic material. The first step would be
to perform a Fourier Transform, that either extracted only
frequency information (FFT), or preserved temporal reso-
lution of the frequencies (STFT). Then by using the result-
ing frequency information, the composers built chords with
specific dynamics and orchestration to re-create the spectral
profiles of the source materials.

bi-variate Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)
[13] [18] [20]. For the purposes of modeling a time-frequency
distribution such as the magnitude STFT, the PLCA model
has the following form:

P (x) =
∑

z

P (z)P (w|z)P (h|z) (1)

whereP (x) is the2-dimensional distribution of the ran-
dom variablex = wh. z is a latent variable which we inter-
pret to be an additive spectrogram component ofx. These
marginals,w andh, are frequency components and ampli-
tude components, respectively, of independent latent mag-
nitude spectrograms. The marginal distributions themselves
are dependent on a latent variablez. The objective of this
analysis is to find out the underlying structure of a probabil-
ity distribution. This is done by estimatingP (w|z), P (h|z)
andP (z) from an observedP (x) using a version of the
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [9]. Following
[18], the expectation step estimates the contribution of the
latent variablez:

R(x, z) =
P (z)P (w|z)P (h|z)∑

z′ P (z′)P (w|z′)P (h|z′)
(2)

and in a maximization step we re-estimate the marginals us-
ing the above weighting to obtain a new and more accurate
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estimate:

P (z) =

∫
P (x)R(x, z)dx (3)

with

P (w|z) =

∫
P (x)R(x, z)dh

P (z)
(4)

and

P (h|z) =

∫
P (x)R(x, z)dw

P (z)
. (5)

Repeating these steps converges to a solution for the marginals
and the latent variable priors. Figure 3 illustrates the decom-
position of magnitude STFT time-frequency distributions
into probabilistic latent components using this 2-dimensional
marginal decomposition algorithm. By considering the dis-
tributions as signal matrices, the final form of the matrix
factorization using PLCA is:

X = WZH
T. (6)

WhereW is the spectral distribution andH is the tempo-
ral distribution, the product of which produces the spectro-
gram reconstruction matrixX. A prior,Z is introduced that
weights the relative contribution of each component within
the spectrogram reconstruction matrix. For basic procedures
aimed at generating composition material, theZ prior can be
omitted since we do not need to preserve the relative contri-
bution (or loudness) of each component to the original mix-
ture when re-composing with them. With the basic mechan-
ics of Independent Component Analysis methods described,
we now examine applications of these algorithms for music
composition.

4. SOUNDSPLITTER: COMPONENT-WISE
RE-SYNTHESIS

The compositions described below used a Matlab tool called
SoundSplitter. Sounds were loaded from 44.1kHz sample-
rate 16-bit WAV format and analyzed using the short-time
Fourier transform (STFT), yielding a sequence of vectors,
X, with 4096 samples per frame and an overlap of 2048
samples. For each frame, only the first 2049 magnitude
Fourier coefficients were retained to eliminate redundancy
due to the symmetry of the Fourier transform for real-valued
signals. Optionally, the sequence of analysis frames was
divided into segments using fixed-length blocks of STFT
frames, with block-length typically between 1s and 10s in
duration. Each block was analyzed using the PLCA2D al-
gorithm [20] to yield three matrices per block corresponding
to the frequency marginals, amplitude (probability) coeffi-
cients, and time marginals respectively:W,Z andH. The
number of columns in these matrices corresponded to the
number of components,n, requested in the analysis.

Component-wise re-synthesis produced a magnitude spec-
trogram for each marginal component,k, using the re-synthesis

equationXk = WkZk,kH
T
k for component spectrogram

Xk, a column vector for thekth frequency marginal,Wk, an
amplitude scalar from thekth diagonal entry inZ, Zk,k, and
the transposedkth column vector from the time marginals,
H

T
k . The compnent spectra,̂Xk, were re-synthesized by

symmetrically expanding the magnitude spectrum around
the Nyquist frequency and multiplying by the complex ex-
ponenentiated phase argument from the STFT of the source
signalX⋆, such thatX̂k = Xke

jarg(X⋆) for k ∈ {1 . . . n}
where the sum of the marginals forms the identity:X⋆ =
(
∑n

i=1 Xi) e
jarg(X⋆). Thek-th component signal was com-

puted using overlap-add re-synthesis, via the inverse short-
time Fourier transform of̂Xk, with overlap corresponding to
the hop size used in the analysis step and each window mul-
tiplied by a raised cosine window to smooth the transition
between adjacent frames. The component-wise audio sig-
nals were controlled independently by the composers using
digital audio workstation software to yield the compositions
described below.

5. LATENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS FOR MUSIC
COMPOSITION

The PLCA2D algorithm used in the current version of Sound-
Splitter has the attribute of extractingfixedre-occurring pat-
terns in frequency and amplitude. These components retain
a qualitatively higher level of structure of the original au-
dio than non-pattern extraction methods, (e.g. bandpass fil-
tering, spectral frequency decomposition, or phase-vocoder
decomposition). The following section discusses five works
employing these techniques in the order of their first per-
formances. Each work manipulates components differently,
but they share a common trait of using components to artic-
ulate specific and recognizable characteristics of the original
audio samples at specific moments.

5.1 Strange-Charmed (1999), by Michael Casey and
Simon Atkinson

Strange-Charmed [7] used independent subspace analysis
(ISA) of spectrogram data [8] to generate an expanded set
of sound materials from a set of textural and granular source
sounds consisting of Geiger counters, insects, band-pass fil-
tered water sounds, and scraped metallic objects. In con-
trast to PLCA, the JADE algorithm [2] for independent com-
ponent analysis was used which yields components having
both positive and negative values. For time-frequency dis-
tributions with negative values, such as non-rectified filter-
bank outputs, the ISA method is well formed, but it is ineffi-
cient due to the vast quantity of data generated by the filter-
bank. For real-time use the magnitude Fourier transform
was employed, and any negative values in the magnitude
Fourier transform reconstruction had to be truncated to zero
for re-synthesis. A custom real-time synthesizer software
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Figure 2. Components were introduced one at a time, with the misaligned components gradually aligned to bring the het-
erophony of asynchronous components into a state of order, clearly revealing the source as Stravinsky’s iconic Rite of Spring
chord.

Figure 3. Each horizontal row corresponds to an extracted component, where the left-hand side of the figure shows the
transcriptions to music notation, and the right-side showsthe plots of theW andH decompositions per-component. From
top to bottom: 1)A transient-laden component over the relative duration of a whole-note, where the peaks represent loud
articulations and the troughs are equivalent to pianissimo. 2) A clean bell-partial, 3)“wobbling” of the bell-halve settling on the
concrete. 4) Cement “click”, articulated by a near-pitchless pizzicato near the bridge of the instrument.
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package was designed and implemented that used MIDI to
control the balance of amplitudes, and the relative delay, of
each component of each sound independently. The real-
time system, described in detail in [6], was used to shape
the sounds and the output recorded for off-line editing and
layered into the final composition using digital audio work-
station software.

5.2 Stratovinksy (2010), by Paul Osentinsky

The concept behindStratovinksyis the gradual revealing of
an important musical instance. Namely, the iconic, jaggedly
repeating, chord from the “Omens of Spring: Dances of the
Youths and Maidens” movement of Igor Stravinsky’s “Rite
of Spring” [21] [14]. Using SoundSplitter,128 components
were extracted from2 seconds of audio, re-synthesized to
audio and then normalized. The resulting characteristics of
these components were micro-tonal with low-energy levels
distributed across the many extracted components.

The entirety of the data was then imported into Ableton
Live as WAV files, temporally mis-aligned, looped, and dis-
tributed across sixteen virtual channels; see Figure 2. The
layered components gradually came into alignment over the
course of several minutes, with the effect of this process be-
ing equivalent to seeing a blurred object slowly come into
focus.

5.3 Decomposing Autumn (2010), by David Plans Casal

Decomposing Autumn[3] was a live performance utilizing
component-wise decomposition and live improvised recon-
struction ofAutumn in Warsaw, the sixth in Gÿorgy Ligeti’s
2nd book of piano etudes. The latent component analysis
method is coupled with real-time component-wise audio re-
trieval usingSoundSpotter[4] as a foundation for a struc-
tured improvisation. Here, the PLCA2D algorithm was em-
ployed as a decomposition technique to obtain a corpus of
separated sound fragments, which were then queried by a
live improviser performing on a custom-built acoustic gui-
tar. The approach used in this composition effectively bridges
the fields of latent component analysis, music information
retrieval by audio matching, and composition.

5.4 Violine (2011), by Spencer Topel

A work with a similar aim asStratovinksy, at highlighting
and revealing musical structure isVioline, for solo violin and
laptop. The source material for each movement consisted of
a short12 − 90 second audio clip of J.S. Bach’s Chaconne
in d minor from Partita No. 2 for solo violin. Doing so
preserved not only the composed structure explicit in the
J.S. Bach’s notation, but also the timings and articulations
supplied by the performer, (e.g. rolling of chords, chord
voicing, and rubato).

The approach in this composition was two-fold: first to
use SoundSplitter to perform a decomposition to isolated in-
dividual notes or pitch-classes, and then employ SoundSpot-
ter to match a live violin signal directly on audio features an-
alyzed on the extracted component database [5]. The basic
function of SoundSpotter allows for matching between pitch
and timbre characteristics, both of which were utilized in
Violine. Combined together, SoundSplitter and SoundSpot-
ter, the compositional material becomes a combination of
the composers intentions and the performers interpretation,
similar to the pieces discussed in [4].

The component decomposition parameter was again crit-
ical in the pre-composition phase of this piece. An eight
component-wise decomposition proved to be effective at ex-
tracting clear, well-formed sounding components. A musi-
cal score was then written using the analysis provided by the
SoundSplitter decomposition. A recent version of Real-time
SoundSpotter as a VST plug-in, provided an immediate and
interactive way to match sounds of the live violin, resulting
in a near-seamless counterpoint between the extracted com-
ponents and the composition.

5.5 Elementary Sources (2011), by Spencer Topel

Elementary Sourcesexamines SoundSplitting as a means of
decomposing audio into different timbral objects that con-
tribute the identity of the original source. The movement
discussed here, of five movements for string quartet and lap-
top, was written using a single101 second audio recording
of brass bell-halves Case dropped on concrete and recorded
by artist Case Hathaway-Zepeda. SoundSplitter was used to
extract components relating to different events segregated
by timbre, which included cement “clicks”, resulting from
the moment the metal hit the ground, in-harmonic partials
from the metals as the bell-halves rang, and the oscillation,
or wobbling, of the halves as they came to rest on the ce-
ment. Different component extraction parameters were ex-
plored and components were re-synthesized and auditioned.
Through trial and error, eight components were identified
as the yielding the best sounding results. Additional exper-
imentation with component re-synthesis included creating
components that had cross-spectral characteristics with the
three categories described above. Specifically, spectral sig-
natures and time-trajectories from SoundSplitter were re-
combined in different ways to extend the timbral palette
without extracting new audio sources.

A prevailing idea inElementary Sourceswas to acousti-
cally synthesize a specific audio sample, like the bell-halves,
with an entirely different set of sources, such as a string
quartet. This is not unlike Ǵerard Grisey’s ideas for his land-
mark work Partiels, where he describes the concept of us-
ing the orchestra for the purpose of Macro-synthesis, where
each instrument of the orchestra contributes specific time
and frequency behaviors that culminate in an overall syn-
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thesis of a spectral profile, rather than distinctive sections
and instrumental motives [12].

Two methods were explored to determine how best to
have the four acoustic instruments perform the different ex-
tracted components. Firstly, a music notation relating to
each distinctive component was devised to best articulate
the time-frequency behaviors, shown in Figure 3. Secondly,
audio samples were provided for the performers to audition
the sounds for themselves to best determine the execution of
these components. The two methods proved to work better
in combination than in isolation, since the notation provided
a starting-point, and the playback of components were of
high enough quality as to provide additional information for
each performer that could not be captured in the music no-
tation.

With basic elements of the bell-halves translated to the
quartet, it was now possible to use a combination of live-
electronics (e.g. pitch-shifting, reverberation, compression),
and re-synthesized component sample playback to achieve
a fairly close relationship between the sampled sources and
the acoustic instruments. The result was the creation of
an interstitial space between bell samples and their tran-
scriptions, where relationships in the compositional mate-
rials were a subsequent outgrowth of the timbres from the
original bell-halve sources.

6. SUMMARY

A new approach to music composition using Latent Compo-
nent Analysis techniques is described, along with five com-
positions and accompanying examples that demonstrate the
usages of these techniques, which are accessible online [1].
We also show here that Spectralism overlaps with these con-
cepts, since a shared theme in both repertoires is the ap-
plication of computer analysis to uncover latent features in
music audio. Future work will examine how component es-
timation more deeply influences compositional material and
how recent innovations on PLCA and related algorithms can
be used for better extraction of compositionally relevant in-
formation.
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